Teaching unit 1: Alex – at the airport
Transcript
Alex, male, aged 16, White British/Black Caribbean mixed race, from inner London
1

Alex:

/he had like/ half ounces in the deodorant can bruv.

2

cos where the punk's so compressed yeah and it weighs heavy [Zack: mm] they just
wrap it up .

3

bang and it just goes right in the middle of the liquid

4

they put a l. the. the spray bit the hole they make a hole right through the middle of it
yeah

5

blud they move it like that. so they make it like that make a little hole. they just stick it
in .

6

bang. done everything. weld that little bit on. Smack

7

all you have to do is go crack like that with a chiv gone

8

but I see him come back yeah and he opened .

9

one time he sprayed the. thing yeah cos [Zack: punk] the export people innit

10

they sprayed the spray yeah [S: mm]

11

like just to check that it weren't anything.

12

bruv when I say they were smelling weed

13

this is him. this is them "what's that smell that's coming out?"

14

this is him "oh i dunno like it must be d.d. thing”

15

this is them. but on the back yeah what he didn't see yeah it had weed spray.. yeah?

16

but not like weed spray what you use to spray the weed like .

17

like it was called weed spray that's the smell of it yeah [Zack: mhm]

18

so the man's looking at it now proper staring at it

19

and he's thinking "weed spray"?

20

and this is him "yeah yeah like you know weed spray give you a nice smell like"

21

and the man just was so dumb

22

he went "yeah yeah my friend"

23

bang put it in a bag.

24

let them go.

25

some of them they can't be bo. in Amsterdam

26

it's . you can get through their customs like that

27

cos they all. they smoke weed in the airport bruv .

28

I've seen them smoke weed /in the airport/ they are mad

29 Zack:

/in the café/
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